
Aquatic Ecosystems Pesticide Game 

Insects: Must collect 10 pieces of food to survive (but may collect more). Insects will have 45 seconds of free 

foraging before Frogs and Fish are released. 

 

3 Frogs, 3 Fish: Must collect 4 insects each to survive (may collect more). When you eat an organism, you 

are consuming its stomach contents, so take the stomach of any insect you eat. Upon a 2-handed touch, 

the insect will relinquish its food bag and will go sit down in the afterlife with Mrs. Newsome. Frogs and 

Fish will have 1 minute of un-obstructed foraging before Eagle and Pelican are released. 

 

1 Eagle, 1 Pelican: Eagle eats only Frogs and Pelican eats only fish. Eagle and Pelican will have 75 seconds to 

gather food. Eagle must eat two frogs and Pelican must eat two fish (may collect more). When a Frog or Fish 

is killed by a two-handed touch, they must relinquish their food bags and go sit down in the afterlife.  

 

Introduction to Pesticides: 

Hhmm, I forgot to mention that some of the plant material is contaminated with pesticides! 

 Insects: If 6 or more of your food sources ARE NOT GREEN (are other colors) you are dead of 

pesticide poisoning. 

 Frogs & Fish: If you consumed more than 20 contaminated food sources, you are dead! If you 

consumed between 15 and 20, you cannot reproduce. 

 Eagle & Pelican: If you consumed more than 25 contaminated food sources, when you sat on your 

eggs to warm them, the egg shells broke under your weight. 

 

The Lesson? 

In 1962, Rachel Carson wrote a book called Silent Spring, which discussed the ecological 

consequences of widespread use of pesticide-namely DDT. The DDT was widely spread to eliminate pests 

such as mosquitoes, beetles, and other bugs. 

Birds were affected in 2 ways: when smaller birds like Robins are the insects, they would get sick 

and die if they ate too many contaminated bugs. However, the largest accumulation (amount) of 

pesticides was found in larger birds that ate fish and frogs. The seabirds had the highest level of 

contamination because they would eat many fish, and that fish had eaten many insects. The pesticide was 

stored in their tissues of the animals that ate a non-lethal dose, and then consumed by larger organism. 



DDT altered the birds’ calcium metabolism in a way that resulted in very thin eggshells and a nest 

full of omelet instead of offspring. 

This led to the rapid decline of the Brown Pelican and the American Bald Eagle. Indeed, it is we 

who endangered our national symbol. Now that we know the rules, let’s try again! 

 


